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UNH Research Finds N.H. Voters Divided by
Party on Whether Humans Impact Climate
Change
Tuesday, June 25, 2019
DURHAM, N.H.—Climate change is a unifying issue among Democrats and a wedge issue for the
minority of Republicans who are not Trump supporters, according to new research
(https://carsey.unh.edu/publication/climate-change-views) on New Hampshire primary voters
released by the Carsey School of Public Policy at the University of New Hampshire.
Regardless of their candidate preference, prospective voters in the Granite State’s Democratic
presidential primary largely agree that humans are changing Earth’s climate. In addition, Republicans
who favor a candidate other than Trump also believe humans are changing the climate.
“We found that three-quarters of Republican primary voters favor President Trump, and only 26% of
those Trump supporters believe that humans are changing the climate. But among the minority of
Republican primary voters who do not favor Trump, 64% agree that humans are changing the climate” said Lawrence Hamilton, professor of sociology and senior
Carsey fellow. “Climate change views correlate with approval of President Trump more strongly than they do with political party.”
The Carsey School of Public Policy conducts research, leadership development, and engaged scholarship relevant to public policy. They address pressing
challenges, striving for innovative, responsive, and equitable solutions at all levels of government and in the for-profit and nonprofit sectors.
The University of New Hampshire inspires innovation and transforms lives in our state, nation and world. More than 16,000 students from all 50 states and 71
countries engage with an award-winning faculty in top-ranked programs in business, engineering, law, health and human services, liberal arts and the sciences
across more than 200 programs of study. As one of the nation’s highest-performing research universities, UNH partners with NASA, NOAA, NSF and NIH, and
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